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System Overview 

Argos is a new type of magnetometer that is capable of measuring the total magnetic gradient using just a single omni-directional total-
field sensor, and converting the output to an intuitive audible signal. It allows the diver to focus on diving, without having to interpret 
numerical measurement values, and effectively zero-in on the epicenter of a magnetic anomaly of a buried source. The audible signal 
consists of repeating pings, whose tone changes and rate increases as the diver approaches the magnetic source, making the interface 
even more intuitive. 

In addition to the audio interface, a 7-LED array is included in the handle, which is tuned to be more sensitive than the audio interface, 
and provides an early indication to the operator that a magnetic source may be nearby. 
The status LED on the back bulkhead indicates each measurement pulse, as well as the state of charge during charging. 

Argos is turned on by plugging in the audio cable, and turned off by unplugging the cable. A separate charger cable is provided for battery 
charging only. It does not turn Argos on. A serial interface cable is also provided for attachment to a computer COM port, which allows 
firmware updates using the Argos app, as well as manual tuning adjustments. 
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Audible signal interface and LED bar 

Argos’ array of LEDs and audio output work together to indicate the presence of nearby magnetic targets. The audio signal is not 
synthetically generated. It is the true nuclear magnetic resonant signal generated by the sensor used to by the Argos computer to 
measure the magnetic field. The signal is initiated with an electronic ping that causes the sensor material to resonate at a frequency 
proportional to the magnetic field. The rate of decay of the resulting resonance serves as the measure of local gradient. 

When there is no magnetic gradient present, which will happen when there are no magnetic targets nearby, the signal will decay after 
the ping at a relatively slow rate, and the blue LED bar will be off. As Argos approaches a magnetic target, the magnetic gradient will 
increase, causing the signal to decay at a faster rate. Argos can detect this before the human ear can, and will indicate it by gradually 
increasing the LED bar. By the time the LED bar is fully illuminated, the human ear can begin to detect a change in the signal decay rate. 
As the approaches the target, the magnetic gradient will increase further. The ping rate will increase in response to increasing gradient, 
from once per second up to 5 times per second, allowing the diver hear the increasing magnetic gradient in both the tone and the rate of 
audible signal. The rate of flashing of the large status LED will also increase. 

The combination of these different feedback methods together enable the diver to zero-in on the epicenter of the source of magnetic 
anomaly. The rate of decay of the audible ping signal under various magnetic gradient conditions is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that 
profiles are approximate renditions of a single ping / reading, and are meant for illustrative purposes only. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Illustration of the audible ping profile under various gradient conditions 

Magnetic Gradients 

In areas free of magnetic objects the Earth’s magnetic field is generally relatively constant and changes little over short distances. 
Magnetic gradients exist where the total magnetic field changes rapidly over short distances and commonly found nearest to sources of 
magnetic anomalies. Magnetic anomalies are typically created by objects containing concentrations of magnetic metals or naturally-
occurring minerals. Most commonly these are objects and structures containing iron and steel, but can also be accumulations of a variety 
of magnetic materials such dark-colored igneous rocks, objects containing magnetite, nickel or cobalt, or permanent magnets. Common 
beach sand often contains particles rich in magnetite and can be weakly magnetic. Rocky outcrops, boulders, concrete containing gravel 
or iron rebar, and large accumulations of black sand may create magnetic anomalies. 

As a general rule – large objects or structures have magnetic influences that extend over significant distances, and can be detected from 
many meters away. Their magnetic gradient will increase gradually as one approaches them. 
Small compact objects, even highly magnetic ones, create magnetic anomalies concentrated in relatively small volume, and require the 
magnetometer to be closer in order to detect their influence. Gradients created by compact objects usually increase very rapidly over 
short distances. 

The range of detection for a given object or structure is primarily dependent on the size of the object and its magnetic content. 
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Operating Notes 

Status LED during normal operation and charging 
Normal operation requires the audio cable to be plugged in. The status LED flashes with each ping during operation and indicates the 
state of charge with its color. 

Table 1 - Status LED colors during normal operation 

Color Meaning Notes 

Orange 
Initial setup on power-up, 

or connection to PC 
Scanning for ambient noise 

Red Too much magnetic noise, or 
no electrical ground to water 

Immerse Argos in water to provide electrical grounding,  
Or move away from sources of magnetic anomalies and restart Argos 

Green Ambient noise acceptable Tuning initialization to determine good starting value for field and gradient 

White flashing Normal operation 
Battery above 25% 

Flashes indicate readings/samples, and coincide with audible pings 
As gradient increases, rate of samples and pings increases 

Yellow flashing 
Normal operation 
Battery below 25% 

Between 1.5 hours and 3.5 hours of operating time is remaining 

Red flashing 
Normal operation 
Battery below 10% 

Less than 1.5 hours of operating time is remaining 

 

Table 2 - Status LED colors during battery charging 

Color Description 

Orange Initial setup on power-up 

Green Battery below 75% 

Cyan Battery above 75% 

White Battery above 95% 

 

Battery charging requires battery cable to be plugged in. Normal operation is disabled during charging. 

While the battery is charging, the status LED will flash once every two seconds. Between flashes, the LED will remain dimly lit to let you 
know charging is in progress.  
The duration of the flash indicates the charge level of the battery. A short flash means the battery is still nearly empty. As the battery 
charges, the flash duration will get longer until it becomes nearly continuous to indicate full charge.  

Argos has a long battery life, approximately 15 hours. It is not necessary to charge it to 100% every time. Once the LED changes color to 
cyan, you should have at least 11 hours of runtime. For best battery service life, store Argos with the battery at approximately 50% 
charge level, when long storage period is expected. 
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Initial self-tuning on power-up 
The device is designed to operate under water. It will not work correctly out of the water because the water provides an electrical ground 
that is important for normal operation. If you power it up (by plugging in the audio cable) while on your vessel right before you dive 
(which is the typical expected power-up situation), the LED will turn solid red to indicate that there is no seawater connection, and it will 
wait until a grounding connection is established.  
As soon as the device is immersed in water, the status LED will flash green once, and then start flashing white to indicate that it's 
operating normally. 

When there is no target present, it will be pinging at 1Hz, and the rate of pinging will increase to 5 Hz as the magnetic gradient increases 
(in proximity of a ferrous target). 

Occasionally Argos may start working too early, before it is immersed in water, or may tune to the wrong magnetic field value (e.g. while 
onboard a vessel or in proximity of a large ferrous object). Incorrect tuning may be indicated by the immediate switch to the high ping 
rate following power-up. This may seem like it is detecting a magnetic target. This condition can be remedied by powering it down and 
powering it up again (by disconnecting and then reconnecting the audio cable), or by manually setting the tuning to the ambient 
magnetic field value (refer to following section for details). 
For best results when deploying from a large vessel or in proximity of large ferrous objects, you can repower it in water after swimming 
away from the source of magnetic influence (e.g. the vessel) to ensure that the initial tuning will successfully find the correct ambient 
magnetic field value. Repowering can be done while holding Argos above water, or even while immersed; the connector is wet-mate-
able. If repowering while immersed, it may be necessary to place your thumb over the Argos connector after unplugging the audio cable 
until you see all the LEDs go off, before re-connecting the audio cable. 

LED bar 
The LED bar may occasionally max-out following rapid or abrupt motion of the device in the water even when there is no magnetic object 
present. This happens more with rapid rotations or swivels of the device around an axis, and may take a couple of seconds to subside. 
This is normal, and a result of the complex physics governing the operation of this device. For best results, attempt to use smooth motion 
while operating the device, and avoid waving it back and forth over the sea floor, shaking it, or any rapid movements. You can keep it 
horizontal, or keep it at any angle, even straight down, so long as your movements are smooth and gradual. 

Proximity to magnetic sources 
This device is designed to detect targets as far away as possible, and the larger the target’s ferrous mass, the greater its magnetic 
influence extends, and the further away it can be detected. 

The device will also work fine very close to a target, even touching it. Don't be afraid to get close, or even touch the ground, or bury it 
right into sand if you are trying to pinpoint the exact location of a target. When you are that close, the earpiece provides the most 
valuable feedback. Much detail can be heard in the quality of the ping sound, especially at close distance to a ferrous object, once you 
have accustomed your ear to the sound.  

Caring for the device 
Use only the charger provided with the device for charging the internal battery. 

After each use, especially in salt water, we recommend rinsing the device with fresh water, same as with any diving gear. 

Be sure to rinse away any stray mud or other particles after the dive. Common sand may contain a large percentage of magnetic particles, 
and it is best to prevent those from accumulating in any crevices in the device. 

Protect the device from direct and prolonged UV exposure, and avoid leaving it in direct sun in hot locations where it can overheat. 

Always place the device in the shade when it is charging. 

Never allow the device to come into contact with very strong magnets, such as neodymium magnets. Such magnets are orders of 
magnitude stronger than anything found in natural ferrous structures. 

Always check the state of the pressure relief valve prior to and after each use, as it may indicate an internal issue. 
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Emergency pressure relief valve 
The purpose of this valve is to provide a safe relief in the event of unexpected internal pressure. Such pressure may be caused by the 
following highly-unlikely but nevertheless possible circumstances: 

• A leak that occurs at depth (where ambient pressure is very high), following which the device is raised back to surface level. 
Such a leak may be caused by a damaged o-ring seal somewhere in the device.  

• Damage to, or failure of the internal battery 

In its normal closed state, the pressure relief valve acts as a seal against leaks. 

IMPORTANT: Once tripped, the pressure relief valve becomes open and will remain in the open position until reset by the user. 
Submerging the device with the pressure relief valve in the open state will cause leakage and possible damage to 
the internal components of the device. 

As illustrated in Figure 4, when in the open state the top of the valve will pop to a higher position than normal, and will become loose to 
touch. Be sure to inspect the device prior to and after each use, and check the status of the pressure relief valve. 

  

Normal (closed) state of emergency 
pressure relief valve 

Tripped (open) state of emergency 
pressure relief valve 

  

Figure 4 - States of the emergency pressure relief valve on various Argos models. 
Always check the state of this valve prior to, and after every use. 

 

If the pressure relief valve is found in the open position following a period of storage, it may indicate an issue with the internal battery. 

Do not operate or charge the device in this case, and contact Marine Magnetics support for guidance and troubleshooting. 
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Interface cables 
The waterproof connector at the back of the handle can be used for plugging in the audio cable during operation, or the charger and PC 
interface cables while on land.  

 

 

 

Argos contains a built-in Lithium-polymer battery charge controller, which ensures safe battery handling. Charging is done using a 24V DC 
power adapter, using the charging cable included. 

The interface cable has a RS-232 connector for connecting to a serial port, or to a USB-Serial converter, using the Desktop Argos 
Programmer app. Under normal operating conditions, however, there should be no need for the user to interface with Argos using the 
computer. The status LED provides ample information to the user about the state of Argos. 
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Configuration via the serial port using Desktop Argos App 

Desktop Argos Programmer app (DAP), available on the Marine Magnetics web site, uses the serial port interface connection that enables 
the user to check battery charge status, switch between auto-tuning and manual tuning when needed, and to update the Argos firmware.  

Auto Tuning vs. Manual Tuning 
Auto-tuning is a feature that allows Argos to automatically optimize its operation to the average background magnetic field strength of its 
environment. Under normal circumstances auto-tuning should be enabled, and the user should have no need for connecting Argos to a 
computer. 

However, in some circumstances it may be beneficial to disable auto-tuning and manually enter the ambient field value. Such 
circumstance may include working near industrial infrastructure or around large magnetic sources. 

Setting the manual tuning value using DAP 
Illustrated below are steps required to connect to Argos and switch to Manual Tuning. 

1. Select the COM port to which Argos is connected. You can determine the correct port number using the Windows Device 
Manager, under Ports. 

2. Switch from Auto to Manual tuning 

3. Enter the estimated field value, in micro-Tesla. (e.g. 43,300 nT = 43 µT) 

4. Close the App 

 

 

Figure 5 - Using Desktop Argos Programmer app to connect to Argos and switch between Auto and Manual Tuning 
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Determine typical magnetic field at a specific location 
If you are unsure of the typical magnetic field value for your survey area, you may determine it using one of several online magnetic field 
calculators. NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator is one such source, which generates several characteristic parameters for the Earth’s 
magnetic field at a given location. Look for the value of Total Field, specified in nano-Tesla (nT), and convert it to micro-Tesla (µT). 

 

 

Figure 6 - Estimated Magnetic Field for a given geographic location, obtained using the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator 
 for a location in Southern Florida, USA. 
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